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Evolving Role of the CFO

There has been a paradigm shift in the role of the CFO due to changes in the business environment. The CFO

must constantly assess the allocation of resources to achieve the right mix between growth and risk.

The CFO now dons multiple hats, acting not only as the custodian in financial matters but becoming an active

participant in strategic planning, regulatory and compliance matters and risk management.
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Challenges Faced by the CFO

The enhancement in the roles and responsibilities of the CFO has been accompanied by its own set of challenges.

PKC Advisory has extensive experience in working with CFOs in the region, putting us in an unique position to design

customized solutions to address these challenges.

 Strategy and Business Plan Preparation

 Portfolio Evaluation and Strategy

 Performance Review & Benchmarking

 Financial Analysis & Restructuring

 Diagnostic Assessment & Operational Strategy

 Policy & Procedure Manuals

 Risk & Corporate Governance

 Rating & Debt Advisory

 Feasibility Study

 Market Study

 Opportunity Assessment

 Financial Modeling & Valuation

 Business & Financial Due Diligence

 Customized Research & Analytics
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Strategic Financial 

Planning & Analytics

Liquidity Management

Regulatory & Compliance

Identifying Growth 

Opportunities

Maintaining Strong 

Stakeholder Relations
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Some of the key challenges faced by CFOs and set of solutions offered are depicted below. The respective links

(mapped to the challenges below) provide details of the solutions offered by PKC Advisory along with its credentials

in addressing these challenges.
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Solutions Offered: Strategic Financial Planning & Analysis
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Illustrative Assignments: Strategic Financial Planning & Analysis
Back to 

Challenges

 Strategy detailing and business plan preparation for a

structured finance company based out of Kuwait

 Strategy detailing and business plan preparation for the

Lebanese branch of a commercial bank’ in Iraq

 Strategy formulation for improving the performance

and competitiveness of a leading financial services

company in the GCC region

 Preparation of operational long range plans for the

various subsidiaries of a diversifies holding company

having exposure to construction & building materials, real

estate, industrial, trading and investments

 Portfolio evaluation of a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Portfolio review & restructuring of the investment

portfolio of a diversified business group in Saudi Arabia

 Performance analysis and portfolio restructuring of an

industrial holding company based in Kuwait

 Preparation of financial model and performance

analysis of domestic investment portfolio of a

diversified investment holding company in Saudi Arabia

 Performance benchmarking analysis for a leading

telecom operation in Kuwait for a leading diversified

investment holding company based in Kuwait

 Performance review framework and periodic assessment

of subsidiaries of a holding company

 Performance review of a leading dairy & food-stuff

company in Saudi Arabia for a Kuwait based industrial

investment company on an ongoing basis from 2008

onwards

 Diagnostic study for a hotel and catering management

company in Kuwait

 Diagnostic review of business performance of various

divisions of a large financial services company

 Strategic asset restructuring of an industrial investment

holding company in Kuwait

 Evaluation of the impact of restructuring for a leading

diversified investment holding company based in Kuwait

 Restructuring of the investment portfolio of a leading

diversified investment holding company based in Kuwait

 Asset restructuring of an industrial investment holding

company in Kuwait for a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Performance review and capital restructuring options

for a specialized real estate institution in Kuwait

 Capital structure review and recommendations for a

diversified holding company in Saudi Arabia

Strategy & Business Plan   | Operational Long Range Plan   | Portfolio Evaluation and Strategy   | Performance Review & 

Benchmarking   | Diagnostic Assessment and Operational Strategy   | Business Restructuring   | Capital Structure Optimization
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Our Client

A Structured Finance Company based out of Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client wanted assistance in re-visiting its existing strategy and

developing a new strategy for its business for next 5 years, in line

with the evolving business environment

Our Role

The scope of engagement included reviewing the business model

and developing the business plan and strategy for 5 years, along

with undertaking the market study of the current and proposed

business areas like asset management, Islamic structured finance,

investment banking, etc. in Kuwait and the GCC region.

PKC Advisory adopted a stage-wise approach for the mandate.

Stage I & II involved gaining an understanding of the overall vision,

current business operations and strategy through interactions with

senior management and a market opportunity analysis of value

creating areas within Structured Finance in the GCC region. Stage

III involved undertaking a workshop with the senior executives to

confirm initial understanding and presenting the potential business

model options. Stage IV involved designing an organization

structure in line with the business objectives. Finally PKC Advisory

presented a business plan document and the underlying detailed

financial model, with the implementation plan as part of Stage V.

The Value We Added

A detailed strategy and business plan presented by PKC Advisory to

the client followed by an implementation plan assisted the Client in

setting-up the future direction and driving the business forward.

Our Client

A diversified business group in Saudi Arabia.

The Business Situation

The Client had a portfolio of around 25 investments, majority of

which were unlisted and wanted to undertake detailed analysis and

valuation of each of these investments. The objective of the

assignment was to provide recommendations on restructuring its

portfolio appropriately for maximizing future growth.

Our Role

The scope of work entailed undertaking financial analysis of each of

the investments and providing recommendations for restructuring

including stake increase, partial or full divestment, indicative timing

of exit, etc. PKC Advisory carried out valuation of each of the

investment using various valuation methodologies such as Sum of

the Parts Valuation, Discounted Cash Flow Approach and Relative

Valuation. A detailed report was prepared for each investment

highlighting the key investment positive and risks after analyzing the

company, competition and industry prospects amongst other factors

along with a presentation on overall portfolio analysis and

recommendations.

The Value We Added

The deliverables included a presentation covering the overall

portfolio level restructuring recommendation as well as 5 year

financial projections for the investment division, which assisted the

Client in restructuring its investment portfolio.

Case Studies: Strategic Financial Planning & Analysis

Strategy and business plan for a structured finance

company

Investment portfolio review and restructuring for a

diversified business group

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A large investment holding company in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client had significant stakes in companies across banking,

asset management, insurance, media, food, industrial, etc. PKC

Advisory was mandated to undertake a comprehensive budget

analysis, with the objective of reviewing the overall performance of

the group companies and highlighting the key issues.

Our Role

As part of their annual budget process, the group companies

provided an update on the performance for the current year and

budget for the next year. PKC Advisory undertook a variance

analysis of group companies’ performance for the current year along

with analysis of the proposed budget, highlighting key issues in

budget assumptions and provided suggestions on the way forward.

The deliverable comprised a comprehensive document outlining

detailed analysis of annual budget, including comparison of actual

financial performance vis-à-vis budgeted financials and undertaking

a variance analysis; benchmarking of current performance with

respect to the industry standards and performance of peer group

and analysis of various key performance indicators.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory’s budget analysis included key takeaways with

regards to performance, highlighting areas of concern and possible

underlying reasons which assisted the management in

comprehensive analysis of the companies.

Our Client

A leading diversified investment holding company based in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client had a major equity investment in a housing finance and

Real estate investment & development company, which had become

financially distressed on account of major regulatory changes and

worsened economic conditions. The company had huge amount of

unserviceable debt which was funding non - yielding assets.

Our Role

The scope of work entailed undertaking financial analysis of each of

the investments and debt of the company, in-order to come up with

a restructuring plan, acceptable to both debt and equity holders. The

final recommendations for restructuring included a comprehensive

plan comprising of asset/ equity swap with debt holders, debt haircut

& moratorium and further equity contribution.

The Value We Added

The deliverables included a presentation covering the overall

asset/investment and debt level restructuring recommendation as

well as 5 year financial projections for the company, which assisted

the Client in restructuring its balance sheet.

Case Studies: Strategic Financial Planning & Analysis

Performance review framework and periodic assessment

of subsidiaries of a holding company

Performance review and capital restructuring options for a

specialized real estate institution

Back to 

Challenges



Solutions Offered: Liquidity Management
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Illustrative Assignments: Liquidity Management

Debt Advisory | Rating Advisory   | Working Capital Management   | Supply Chain Analysis   | Performance Review & 

Benchmarking   |  Business Restructuring   | Capital Structure Optimization

 Assistance in establishing a US$2 billion EMTN

program to a large diversified investment holding company

based in Kuwait

 Debt advisory assistance for syndicate loan to a

diversified investment holding company in Kuwait

 Assistance in structuring a non-recourse debt of a real

estate project company based in Qatar for a leading

Bahrain based investment bank

 Preparation of roadshow presentation, financial model

and data support for securing a revolving credit facility

for a leading telecom operation in the MENA region

 Scenario analysis for raising money through debt

capital market for a leading diversified investment holding

company in Kuwait

 Rating advisory services for securing credit rating

from Moody's for a large petrochemical investment

holding company based out of Kuwait

 Ratings advisory and program management for an

investment banking company headquartered in Bahrain

 Ratings advisory to a leading diversified investment

holding company in Kuwait for securing ratings from

international agencies viz., S&P and Moody‘s

 Ratings advisory to an entertainment & leisure

company in Kuwait

 Preparation of a flexible financial model for automated

supply chain analysis & inventory management of

trading companies to improve the overall liquidity of a

diversified investment holding company in Saudi Arabia

 Performance review and benchmarking of a Pay TV

operator based in UAE for a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Performance benchmarking analysis for a leading

telecom operation in Kuwait for a leading diversified

investment holding company based in Kuwait

 Performance analysis and portfolio restructuring of an

industrial holding company based in Kuwait

 Performance review of a leading asset management &

investment banking company in Kuwait

 Restructuring financial services holdings of a

conglomerate for a leading diversified investment holding

company based in Kuwait

 Capital adequacy analysis of a leading Kuwait based

commercial bank for a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Evaluation of extent of capital infusion required by a

leading diversified investment holding company based in

Kuwait for restructuring of an industrial investment

company

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A leading investment holding company in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client was establishing its USD 2 billion EMTN program and

engaged PKC Advisory to assist in the same.

Our Role

PKC Advisory's assistance was mainly in the following activities:

 Selection of Investment Banks: PKC Advisory was involved in the

selection of investment banks by way of participation in beauty-

parades, evaluation of proposals submitted by banks and

providing market updates on the recent happenings.

 Documentation: Preparation of preliminary prospectus and other

documents and co-ordination with auditors and legal counsel for

documentation purpose.

 Due Diligence: Assisted in both business and legal due diligence

along with preparation of data room, responses to queries, etc.

 Road show: Preparation of road show presentation and off-site

support by addressing investor queries.

 After the first tranche of USD500 million debt was raised, we

have been involved in the establishment and annual update of

the EMTN program and raising debt under this program.

The Value We Added

The services provided by us helped the client in successfully

completing the issue. The deliverables provided by PKC Advisory

were utilized at various stages of the debt issuance.

Our Client

A leading investment bank in the GCC region.

The Business Situation

The Client had investments in infrastructure development projects

as its core business activity. It was considering a debt issue for a

large scale real estate project in Qatar. The objective of the

assignment was to prepare an Information Memorandum (IM) and

provide advisory services for the Client’s syndicated loan facility.

Our Role

PKC Advisory drafted the IM keeping in view the requirements of the

Client and the lenders. Based on a detailed study of the project

details, a customized information pack, relating to the project

feasibility such as cost & deployment schedule, revenue & cost

assumptions, financial projections, sensitivity analysis, financing

plan and structure, debt related ratios, etc. was also incorporated.

The advisory services included evolving alternative structures to

maximize cash flow for investors, benchmarking on pricing and

assistance in drafting/ negotiations of key commercial terms.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory’s constant involvement expedited the process of

information collation resulting in quick turn-around of the project.

The IM provided a single point compilation of all the relevant

information for the lenders, thereby helping the Client in raising the

syndicated loan facility.

Case Studies: Liquidity Management

Assistance in establishing a US$2 billion EMTN Program

to a large diversified holding company

Assistance to a real estate company in loan syndication

program

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A leading commercial bank in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

Post acquisition, the Client’s risk-adjusted capital ratio declined

significantly below the rating threshold, leading to the possibility of a

rating downgrade.

Our Role

PKC Advisory carried out a comprehensive study of the applicable

rating methodology, involving:

 In-depth analysis of the financial performance and asset quality

of the client; benchmarking against peers.

 Detailing a capital plan highlighting the strategy to get back to

comfortable capital levels in next 2-3 years .

 Identifying the gap in sovereign support benefit that the Client

deserved vis-à-vis what was given by the rating agency.

 Highlighting other key strengths like robust liquidity levels and

diversified asset base/ loan portfolio.

PKC Advisory also assisted the Client in addressing queries during

and post rating meeting.

The Value We Added

The optimal rating positioning enabled the Client maintain its

investment grade rating.

Our Client

A diversified investment holding company in Saudi Arabia.

The Business Situation

The Client had subsidiaries in the trading sector under its holding,

which had longer working capital cycle. The trading sector was

striving to reduce the working capital cycle as a result of which the

CFO wanted to implement an effective inventory management

system and develop a credit limit criteria for the customers. PKC

Advisory was mandated to assist the CFO in this regard.

Our Role

The Client had approached PKC Advisory to develop a financial

model for the inventory and debtors management. The scope of the

work involved a) Preparation of a flexible financial model for

automated inventory management and b) To develop a credit limit

criteria & methodology for the customers.

PKC Advisory also conducted a workshop for the finance & supply

chain department of the trading companies for the effective

implementation of the system.

The Value We Added

The assistance provided by PKC Advisory enabled the Client in

reducing its working capital cycle, improving its overall liquidity.

Case Studies: Liquidity Management

Rating advisory to a commercial bank
Working capital management for a diversified investment

holding company in Saudi Arabia

Back to 

Challenges
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Solutions Offered: Regulatory & Compliance
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Illustrative Assignments: Regulatory & Compliance

 Preparation of policies & procedure manual for the

financial control division of a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Preparation of standardized guidelines for the

representatives of a leading investment company on

the board of its core operating companies

 Preparation of charters for the board and its various

board committees of a commercial bank in line with the

requirements of Central Bank

 Assistance in review and development of policy and

procedure manuals of an asset management company

based in Kuwait for an investment bank based in Bahrain

 Development of process framework and bringing

standardization in the processes of LRPs, budgeting and

periodic performance monitoring of banking, media,

industrial and real estate companies

 Market, Credit, Operational and Information Security

risk policy and procedure for a commercial bank in

Kuwait

 Gap analysis between regulatory risk appetite document

and risk appetite policy of a Kuwaiti bank to identify the

level of compliance

 Preparing a disclosure policy meeting all the

requirements from regulator and stock market

 Review and updation of policy and procedure manuals

for an asset management company

 Review of subsidiary governance manual for a

commercial bank in Kuwait for its subsidiaries in Tunisia

and Jordan

 Review and redrafting of the Whistle Blower policy for

a bank

 Preparation of policy and procedure on engagement

and rotation of external auditors

 Review and prepare a gap report on the Central Bank’s

requirements against coverage under documents

prepared by a consulting firm

 Process review for performance monitoring system for

a leading diversified investment holding company in Kuwait

 Valuation for goodwill impairment testing of a leading

dairy and foodstuff company in Saudi Arabia for an

industrial investment company in Kuwait

 Identification and valuation of intangibles for purchase

price allocation of two investments in pharmaceutical

sector in Kuwait

 Assessment and structuring of capital options under

Basel III for a commercial bank in Kuwait

Policy and Procedure Manuals   | Framework Development   | Risk and Corporate Governance   | Purchase Price Allocation   

| Goodwill Impairment  Testing (under IAS 36) 

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A large investment holding company in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client was in the process of streamlining its procedures &

processes and was considering preparation of a comprehensive

policies & procedures manual required to be adhered with regards to

the functions performed by its Financial Control department. In this

context PKC Advisory was mandated to assist the Client in

preparation of the policies & procedure manual for the Financial

Control department.

Our Role

PKC Advisory undertook discussions with the Client to understand

the key functions performed by the Financial Control department,

policies & procedures currently being followed with regards to these

functions, practices at ground level, linkages with other departments,

etc.

Subsequently, PKC Advisory prepared a comprehensive mapping of

the functions performed by the department across the investment

value chain and other core functions. The policies & procedures

related to each of these functions were detailed in the manual along

with supporting formats, checklists, etc.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory highlighted the existing gap areas in the policies &

procedure being followed by the department which were addressed

in discussion with the Client.

Our Client

A leading investment bank in Bahrain.

The Business Situation

The Client had strong internal processes in all its subsidiaries and

associates. However, the operations of one of its Asset

Management subsidiary, required revision to support the expanding

and diversifying activities of the Company. In this regard, PKC

Advisory was mandated to review and update the various operating

manuals of the Company.

Our Role

PKC Advisory reviewed the policies and procedures laid out in the

existing manuals, and obtained additions/ amendments/ updation to

various policies and procedures since the last update, incorporating

the same in the manuals. Along with this, PKC Advisory compared

the list of policies and procedures adopted by the Company with

those of a global asset management company selected in

consultation with the Client.

The Value We Added

Following detailed interactions with key resources at the Company,

PKC Advisory helped the Client in not only updating the operational

policy and procedure manuals to its current requirements and

practices at ground level but also reviewed its comprehensiveness.

Case Studies: Regulatory & Compliance

Policy and procedure manual for financial control division

of a large holding company

Review and updation of policy and procedure manuals for 

an asset management company

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A leading regional bank based in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The objective of the assignment was to undertake a comprehensive

review of existing Policy and Procedures relating to the Market,

Credit, Operational and Information Security Risk areas of the bank

and updating the same by incorporating best industry practices and

making them in compliant with the Central Bank and Basel

Committee requirements.

Our Role

PKC Advisory undertook a thorough review of existing documents to

ascertain the gaps between the existing documented policy and

practices vis-à-vis existing practice, regulations and intended

policies and practices. On the basis of this review, new set of

documents for policy and procedures were drafted by incorporating

the local central bank requirements, clearly defining/ segregation of

duties by stating roles, responsibilities, authorities and

documentation requirements, etc.

The Value We Added

The exercise allowed the Bank to have policy and procedure

documents for various risk management functions at par of industry

standards and in line with the Central Bank requirements.

Our Client

A commercial bank based in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Bank’s regulatory capital ratios were falling below the minimum

threshold as per Basel III. The Bank required assistance in

assessing various capital raising and asset rationalization options to

enhance its regulatory capital ratios.

Our Role

We carried out a comprehensive study of the new capital adequacy

regulations & its impact on client’s capital ratios, which involved:

 Projecting the capital ratios including Common Equity Tier1

(CET1) , Additional Tier 1 (AT1) and Tier II ratios based on the

long range financial projections and Basel III regulations.

 Evaluating negative impact of the non-recognition of the existing

Tier II subordinate bonds in bank’s capital and non-recognition of

real estate collaterals as an eligible Credit Risk Mitigant.

 Detailing a capital plan highlighting the capital raising and asset

optimization strategy to get back to comfortable capital levels at

each tier level in next 1-2 years.

 Detailing asset optimization strategy including reduction of the

non-core financial assets, restructuring of investments and other

optimization measures to reduce risk weighted assets.

The Value We Added

Suggested capital plan helped the Client to meet capital ratio

requirements as per Central Bank’s Basel III guidelines.

Case Studies: Regulatory & Compliance

Market, Credit, Operational and Information Security risk

policy and procedure for a bank

Assessment and structuring of capital options under

Basel III for a commercial bank

Back to 

Challenges
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Solutions Offered: Identifying Growth Opportunities
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Illustrative Assignments: Identifying Growth Opportunities

 Market study and high-level entry strategy for

equipment leasing business in Saudi Arabia

 Market study to identify residential broadband

opportunities in emerging markets for a leading telecom

group based in Kuwait

 Market study & business plan for establishment of a

company engaged in provision of technology enabled

educational content & solutions in MENA & India

 Feasibility study for a mixed use real-estate development

in Sharjah for an architect firm based in UAE

 Feasibility study for development of a premium

commercial complex in Qatar for a consortium of financial

advisors in Bahrain

 Feasibility Study for a Greenfield industrial project in

Kuwait

 Feasibility study and strategic planning for setting up a

chain of educational institutions across Middle East (Saudi

Arabia, Kuwait) and India

 Feasibility study for setting up an aluminum smelter in

GCC for a diversified holding company based in Kuwait

 Evaluation of an investment opportunity in a telecom

operator in Azerbaijan for a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Analysis of a telecom acquisition opportunity in

Pakistan for a leading telecom operator in Kuwait

 Opportunity assessment of a media company in Canada

for a leading diversified investment holding company based

in Kuwait

 Investment opportunity analysis for a Pay-TV operator in

the Nordic region for a leading diversified investment

holding company based in Kuwait

 Assessing fair value of associate investments of a

Kuwait based Real Estate Company, for evaluating

acquisition of Incremental Stake

 Due diligence of a leading telecom operator based in

Jordan for a leading telecom operator in Saudi Arabia

 Investment evaluation, due diligence & valuation of

potential acquisition (including valuation) of a payment

Processing Software provider in Morocco

 Valuation, due diligence and program management in a

potential merger of two Islamic banks in Bahrain

 Preparation of financial model for a real estate company

in Saudi Arabia

 Preparation of financial model of a white label credit card

business for a Kuwait based investment company

Market Study & Entry Strategy   | Feasibility Study | Opportunity Assessment   | Financial Modeling and Valuation 

| Business and Financial Due Diligence

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A financial advisory firm based in Bahrain.

The Business Situation

The Client was exploring the possibility of establishing a heavy

equipment leasing business in Saudi Arabia with a view to capitalize

on the expected growth in infrastructure, industrial, petrochemical

and real estate development in the country.

Our Role

The objective of assignment was to assist the Client in evaluating

the potential of heavy equipment leasing business in Saudi Arabia

by undertaking a market study and developing an entry strategy.

The scope of work included study of key macro-economic drivers,

state of equipment leasing in Saudi Arabia, types of leasing, industry

structure, market size & key drivers for growth, detailed demand

supply analysis with 5-year forecast, demand estimation by type of

equipment, competitor analysis, regulatory environment and key

success factors & entry barriers.

Based on the detailed primary and secondary research, PKC

Advisory performed Porter's five forces analysis and undertook an

overall assessment of the opportunity. PKC Advisory also provided

the Client with a high level analysis of key parameters to be

considered for establishing a heavy equipment leasing business

The Value We Added

The findings from the market study and PKC Advisory's

recommendations helped the Client in well-informed business

decision making.

Our Client

An associate of leading contracting and trading company in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client was considering opportunities in processing of a

particular industrial gas released by large industrial units to be made

re-usable by industrial and commercial customers. For this purpose

the Client intended to set up an industrial gas recovery and

processing plant and approached PKC Advisory to prepare a

detailed feasibility report with financial viability analysis of the plant.

Our Role

PKC Advisory’s scope of work included a study of the historical and

current status of business lines/ products offered by the Client to

develop an understanding of the current business scenario,

assessment of the new opportunity and Client’s positioning viz-à-viz

its competitors.

Based on detailed interactions, PKC Advisory understood

management’s thoughts on the proposed business model,

envisaged scale of operations, future growth potential, expected

constraints, fund sources and deployment.

A feasibility report including financial projections was prepared to

analyze commercial viability for setting up the industrial gas

processing plant.

The Value We Added

The detailed feasibility report and financial model was used by the

Client to evaluate the financial attractiveness of the project from the

point of view of both debt and equity investors.

Case Studies: Identifying Growth Opportunities

Market study and high-level entry strategy for equipment

leasing business in Saudi Arabia
Feasibility Study for a Greenfield Industrial Project

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

One of the leading dairy and food company in Saudi Arabia.

The Business Situation

As part of its growth plans, the Client was considering acquisition of

controlling stake in an Egypt based vegetable and fruit processing

company (“target”). The investment was expected to yield vertical

integration benefits for the Client by providing raw tomato paste for

its Tomato Pastes & Ketchup portfolio.

Our Role

The Client had approached PKC Advisory to undertake financial

analysis of the target and prepare a valuation report indicating the

intrinsic value of the Company. The scope of the work involved

undertaking financial analysis of the target, indicating its intrinsic

value, consolidating the Due diligence findings and drafting a

business plan for the Target. Intrinsic value was determined using

DCF analysis and Replacement Value methods. PKC Advisory also

evaluated the cost benefits (value accretion) due to in-house

production of raw tomato paste.

PKC Advisory also helped the Client in conducting a workshop to

finalize the business plan for the target.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory’s investment evaluation provided the Client with an in-

depth understanding about the Target’s business, thus facilitating in

making an informed investment decision.

Our Client

A leading Financial Services Consulting firm based out of UAE

The Business Situation

The Client was approached by an Islamic wholesale investment

bank based out of Bahrain to assist it in a proposed merger

transaction with another Islamic retail bank based out of Bahrain. In

this context, the Client required assistance to program manage the

transaction, undertake an independent assessment/ valuation of the

counterparty, undertake business and financial due-diligence

Our Role

The scope of work involved reviewing the business plans/ prospects

of all the group companies as well as investments and to build a

sell-side case for a mutually appointed third party valuer to carry out

valuation of both parties. In addition, an independent valuation of the

counterparty was carried out to provide the Client an alternative

reference for negotiations. PKC Advisory was responsible for

creating and managing the virtual data-room, handling of queries,

meetings and discussions with the external parties involved in the

transaction. PKC Advisory also conducted the business and

financial due diligence and collated the findings of legal, accounting,

business and financial due diligence.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory clearly brought out the key value propositions of the

business/ investments in front of the external valuer and prepared a

detailed valuation model and note on the counterparty based on

which the negotiations were carried out.

Case Studies: Identifying Growth Opportunities

Valuation and preliminary assessment for acquisition of

vegetable processing company in Egypt

Valuation, due diligence and program management in a 

potential merger of two Islamic banks in Bahrain

Back to 

Challenges
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Solutions Offered: Maintaining Strong Stakeholder Relations
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Illustrative Assignments: Maintaining Strong Stakeholder Relations

 Preliminary assessment and valuation for acquisition of

vegetable processing company in Egypt

 Opportunity assessment of a media company in Canada

for a leading diversified investment holding company based

in Kuwait

 Annual performance review (against their budgets and

peers) of various subsidiaries (across sectors including

Real Estate, Financial Services, Industrial, etc.) of a large

business conglomerate in Kuwait with investments across

the MENA region

 Review of Board packs to assist holding company in

monitoring a group companies’ performance

 Review of information packs (pre-meeting material) of a

bank to help board members prepare for board meetings,

audit committee meetings and risk committee meetings

 Review of monthly management dashboards prepared

of a commercial bank and comparison of performance vs.

historical and budget

 Review of management prepared Board packs of a Pay

TV operator in MENA for a diversified holding company

based in Kuwait

 Assistance in setting up agenda for various

board/committee meetings for a bank based on prevalent

issues being faced by the bank, banking industry and

regulatory developments

 Preparation of presentation in response to queries

posed during budget process by the parent company of

a real estate company in Kuwait

 Preparation of corporate profile for a leading hospitality

supply company in Abu Dhabi

 Preparation of corporate presentation for an insurance

subsidiary in Kuwait

 Updating of EMTN and KD bond prospectus for a

leading investment holding company in Kuwait

 Preparation of capability presentation for a PE fund

focusing on the North Africa region representing itself to

the Algerian Investment Ministry

 Preparation of a comprehensive group presentation of

a diversified holding company in Kuwait

 Investment climate report for one of the provinces in

Saudi Arabia

 Attending analyst conference calls of group

companies and summarizing key themes to ensure

delivery of consistent message to investors

 Program management for investor relations, public

profile management, annual report support and

website management for a diversified holding company in

Kuwait

Opportunity Assessment   | Board Pack Reviews   | Corporate Presentations   | Data Analytics and Customized Research   |

Program Management for Investor Relations   | Website Management

Back to 

Challenges
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Our Client

A large holding company with interests in the banking sector.

The Business Situation

As part of periodic performance monitoring of its key investments,

the Client mandated PKC Advisory to create a framework for a

detailed monthly analysis of the bank.

Our Role

PKC Advisory created a framework that presented the analysis at a

very high level for top management and at a more detailed level for

mid-management. A dashboard that presented the key operating

and financial metrics of the bank, its departments and subsidiaries;

their performance vis-à-vis the budget and reasons for variance;

comparison with peers on product offerings, operating, financial &

returns parameters was prepared. The same information was then

presented in detail along with key observations and suggestions for

performance improvement.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory’s monthly performance report assisted the Client in

analyzing the banks periodic performance and identifying key red

flag areas for discussion at the various board level committees. The

reports also formed the basis of the bank’s budget and long range

planning process that are driven by the Client.

Our Client

A diversified holding company based in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client has significant stake in a Pay TV company based in

MENA. PKC Advisory has been mandated to undertake a critical

review and financial analysis, if applicable, of the Board pack

received from management for quarterly Board meetings with the

objective of reviewing the performance of the group company and

highlighting the key issues.

Our Role

Based on the agenda of Board meeting, the group company

circulates a Board pack to all Board members a few days before the

meeting. PKC Advisory undertakes a critical review of supporting

documents provided for each agenda item including providing our

views on approvals sought based on our understanding of

company’s business and its performance.

The deliverable comprises of a comprehensive document including

highlighting key issues in the business, our comments and analysis

supporting agenda items and request to management for further

information to enable the approval process for expenditures as

sought by management.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory’s board pack analysis assists the Client in analyzing

the ongoing performance, highlighting areas of concern and

providing all relevant information required to assist the Board in

expense approval decision making process.

Case Studies: Maintaining Strong Stakeholder Relations

Review of monthly management dashboard
Review of Board packs to assist holding company in

monitoring a group companies’ performance
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Our Client

A leading PE Fund in Algeria.

The Business Situation

The objective was to assist Client in preparation of presentations

showcasing its capabilities in diverse sectors such as healthcare,

real estate, insurance, hospitality, industries etc. (through different

companies) for submission to the Algerian Ministry for possible

investments in the country.

Our Role

The scope of work included preparations of individual presentations

on eight companies in different sectors including company profile;

track record; capabilities in respective areas; details of the

opportunities being pursued in Algeria; and potential investment

opportunities in Algeria that each of these entities would wish to

invest and the nature of assistance sought from the Algerian

Government (if specific).

Contextual content for the covering letter was also prepared for

submission to the ministry.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory supported its Client in attracting possible investment

in Algeria. The presentations prepared highlighted the identified

Client’s capabilities in different sectors and mapping them with

various possible opportunities of investment in Algeria in order to

prepare a strong case for fund in seeking investments from Algerian

Government.

Our Client

A diversified holding company based in Kuwait.

The Business Situation

The Client is a subsidiary of a large diversified holding company

based out of Kuwait. The Client had recently acquired a stake in a

MENA based PE fund and in order to introduce the various group

companies of the holding entity to the PE fund, the Client mandated

PKC Advisory to prepare a presentation outlining the different

businesses of the group companies.

Our Role

The scope of work included in-depth analysis of each group

company and describe the following:

• Business lines of all the holding companies

• Product and service offerings

• Key highlights of business strategy of each entity.

The Value We Added

PKC Advisory assisted the Client in achieving its ultimate objective,

which was identifying synergies between the acquired PE fund and

all the group holding companies.

Case Studies: Maintaining Strong Stakeholder Relations

Preparation of capability presentation for a PE Fund

representing itself to the Algerian Investment Ministry

Preparation of comprehensive group presentation to

introduce the group to a PE fund
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